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“We activate green actions
ofConferences
economic
value, LCA
measured
inoptimization
CO2 emissions
Engineering
International:
for waste and
resources and social impact”

http://www.amnu.net
AMNU S.p.A.
is a public company,
that operates
in the Province of Trento (Italy)
on urban waste collection/trasport
and
on funeral service management
it has the result of 82% recycling
waste in 18 municipalities
it is EMAS registered,
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ESALEX srl is









http://www.esalex.eu

an italian SME focused on environmental matter
An innovative and research-oriented consultancy, specialized both in environmental
management system (ISO 14001/EMAS, LCA applications) and waste/wastewater
treatment plant management, and ISO 9001 certified since 2010
qualified by Public Administration through MEPA (ITA), MEPAT (Trento Province),
START (Tuscany Region), NEXT (Marche Region)
Accredited as “account manager” in France by HQA (INIES database for construction
material)
Associated to “Rete Italiana LCA”

and its is CEO is Francesco Baldoni that is

PhD in Industrial Chemistry

Waste and wastewater treatment plant management experience

EMAS Verifier accredited IT-V-0015

EMS Auditor for long time and certified

biologist
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introduction
AMNU S.p.A.
is involved in GPP (= Green Public Procurement)
that can push towards a more green economy
and a more sustainable market.

AMNU needs to integrate
own procurement tenders
for the funeral products industry
by inserting environmental
purchasing criteria
06.06.2016

Esalex srl
chosed LCA tool
because of its scientific and legal bases
to performe a qualitative LCA study
on sector of inhumation.

Esalex researched
qualitative/quantitative criteria
to characterize funerary products from
an environmental point of view
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AIM OF THE PROJECT-WORK
1) GPP criteria:
to determine green criteria to integrate public procurement tenders
for the funeral products industry
2) relation with purchasers:
to plan and manage this public procurement
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MATERIALS and METHODS
We have defined internal procedure to:

1) study 3 qualitative LCA scheme;
1) coffin

2) focus single critical phase/product/component for each
scheme;
3) define right indicators/criteria for each critical point (by
market comparated study, risk described in internet,
rilevance to law);

2) padding
3) absorbent pad

4) define a evaluation scale for each criteria, quantitative
and objective based-evidence, to be used in a simple way
by AMNU purchaser Manager;
5) use Carbon-Footprint for a qualitative assessment.
We made a bench-marking between the best and worst
product into the same family product.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
N°1
The qualitative study helped to identify 9 green criteria
(5 applied to the first product and 4 to the other two)
N°2
The Carbon-FootPrint assessment, based on the best and the worst performance
for each criteria, shows that it is more important to focus on coffin rather than
padding or absorbent pad.

Low and high impact – coffin:
0,96 vs 39,00 kg CO2 eq.
Difference:
10 times
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Low and high impact – padding
vs 9,58 kg CO2 eq.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
N°3
The tender has been compiled with the new green requirements,
that "mean" 60% of contract notice (total value: 220.000 euros).
N°4
The tender has been published and performed by suppliers who managed
these “new” criteria.
There was no problem in this procurement (in term of recourse or claim).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
N°5
Contrary to what is expected, there have not been many comments or
adaptions of insights aimed at further developing products in the future.

N°6
We are wondering if it is possible to extend this approach (LCA study) to another,
and more important area, such that of cremation and its environmental impact
in the neighborhood.
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Always forward and... on running!
Thank you
for your attention

For info:
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Francesco Baldoni
Cell. +39 329.9559.590
Tel/fax +39 0721828489
E-mail: info@esalex.eu
Web:
www.esalex.eu

